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Science advances at a price
By Megan Buscho and Marisa Liu

Assistant News Editor and News Writer

Blackface concern
reemerges at UPS
By Aimee Rawlins

In the spring of 2005, Thompson
Hall, the University of Puget Sound's
science and mathematics building, will
undergo a major renovation and addition in order to update facilities and
add more laboratory space. However,
the overhaul has been subject to some
scrutiny by members of the community and UPS campus, due to the fact that
the quadrangle that currently houses
the Thompson Fountain will be
enclosed and the fountain demolished.
Starting approximately three years
ago, a movement to renovate science
buildings began to spread across college campuses throughout the US as
the need to update these facilities was
addressed. The phenomenon started
because a large majority of college science buildings were built in the 1960's.
"Those buildings have now reached
the end of their useful life. The old
buildings are simply falling apart in
their infrastructure," Academic Vice
president Terry Cooney said.
Thompson Hall, built in 1968, has
many problems due to age, space and
technology that now need to be fixed.
Currently, the building badly needs
new plumbing, electricity and ventilation as well as high ceilings to accommodate these filtration systems.
"It's clearly not a state of the art
building, but we've done our best to
keep it as dose to the cutting edge as
we could. What was clear is that we no
longer had the capacity to teach students in the laboratories the way we
like to teach, which is in small classrooms," President Ron Thomas said.
Talks began over two years ago as
to how to approach the renovation of
the building. A committee was formed
to look at what needed to be improved
and possible plans for a new building.
"We started with program planning, and wrote a request of proposals
from architects. Eventually we hired
SRG, the architecture firm we are cur-
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FOUNTAIN SPEWS FORTH SPLENDOR–Landmark Thompson Fountain's

days are limited, making way for a new and much needed extension of science
building, Thompson Hall.
rently working with, and put together
the building committee," Vice
President of Finance Karen Goldstein
said.
Through discussions with both the
architects and faculty it was decided
that a separate building was not a
viable option as it would take the
departments away from each other.
"It (building another building)
would have been the antithesis of what
we're trying to accomplish. The labs
would be isolated and a person not
taking a lab would never see what's
going on inside a lab. The other option
would have been to move a whole
department. Then they would become
isolated from the rest of us. The faculty
really resisted any kind of separation,"
Chemistry professor Thomas Rowland
said.
The option of adding a wing to
Thompson not only solved the issue of
keeping the departments together, but

will increase circulation within the
building.
"By filling in the building we could
actually have better circulation than
we do now in Thompson, because you
could go all the way around and all of
the faculty and students and staff
could communicate much better with
each other," said Goldstein.
Ultimately it was the faculty who
helped to determine that the fourth
wing of Thompson would be added
instead of building an entirely new
building.
"Science faculty made a very strong
case for having the departments interconnected," Cooney said. "One of the
major themes in building a science
building these days is having interactions between people of different disciplines, and the ability of people to
work together between departments
and be in common communication

On Sept. 25, the Infinite Monkeys Theatre Festival
(IMF) posted a variety of flyers around campus, advertising for their group and encouraging students to join.
One of these flyers had a monkey, in 'black face,' posing in the traditional Uncle Sam pose, with the caption
reading "We Want You!"
As members of the campus community were quickly made aware of the existence and the seriousness of
this graphic, the offending flyers were removed and
the IMF sincerely apologized for the offense, which
they stated was thoroughly unintentional.
On Oct. 8, the Campus Community received an
email from the Dean of Students, detailing the offending fliers and the actions that they were taking to remedy the situation. The e-mail included a formal apology from the members of the Infinite Monkeys Festival
Artistic Producers.
Many students were totally unaware that there had
even been an issue with 'black face' this year. The irony
being that last year, at almost the exact same time, a hip
hop group performed on campus for Homecoming
events, with the lead singer's face painted in 'black
face.' This event stirred up deep emotions in students
and faculty members, and yet members of the campus
community hoped that the lesson had been learned
and such an ignorant offense would not happen again.
In response to the recent incident, English Professor
David Macey held an informal session on Thursday,
Oct. 9, during which he hoped to encourage members
of the campus community to "think about ways in
which we can, both individually and together, support
our community's ongoing efforts to educate itself
about racism and other forms of bias, about their history and their continuing implications in the present
day."
Conversely, while many students and faculty have
responded proactively, there is some sentiment that the
response has been somewhat of a "heavy-handed"
overreaction to an incident of relatively small scope,
particularly since the flyers were not created with the
intent to hurt anyone.
Dean of Students Kris Bartanen responded to this
charge. "I think it's important to communicate to people that the flyers were created by folks who did not
intend to offend ... we need to send a message that

See FOUNTAIN, page 4
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Art department evaluation raises university concerns
By Lipika Choudhury

News Writer
The recent five-year evaluation of the
art department shows that the enrollment
rate of students in both of the art majors
UPS offers has increased exponentially.
"Art history has grown, but not as significantly as the art studio enrollment,
which has exploded over the past couple
years," Professor Melissa Weinmanjagosh, Art Department Chair said.
Each department has to answer the
same questions for the five-year review,
which aims at identifying and meeting
goals for both the department and
University. The questionnaire is comprised
of questions that consider enrollment figures, future problems and/or concerns
and professor/student evaluations of the
department.

The most pressing problem for the art
department is how to increase faculty
numbers as student enrollment grows.
The University's budget for the year does
not allow for any new faculty members to
be hired, so the department is being forced
to attempt to remedy the problem through
other means.
In order to best respond to student
needs, professor Weinman-Jagosh has
stopped offering intermediate and
advanced drawing classes so that she can
offer an advising section of Drawing 101
and a desperately needed senior seminar,
Art 450: Advanced Issues in
Expressionism and Production, which she
created herself.
It is no surprise then, that students are
often frustrated at the amount of time it
takes to get into desired art classes.
"As a studio art minor, it is really diffi-

cult to take all the entry-level required
classes. I have to waitlist most of the
required classes, which is why I haven't
been able to take the electives I'm interested in — such as painting," sophomore Art
Studio minor Casey Betcher said.
Art faculty members would like to offer
more electives to studentS and a temporary solution for this is the hiring of a full
time instructor every three years.
"The beauty of this is that it allows us to
meet the needs of the students, "Weinmanjagosh said. "We can invite any local artist
to provide expertise instruction in any area
the students are interested in."
This solution can be applied to other
departments facing the same problem. The
Theater Arts and Music programs are
growing at a rapid pace. Sophomore
Christian Amstutz Theater Arts and
International Business double major, had

difficulty getting into a costume design
class for his major because of priority
given to upperclassmen.
"For this upcoming year they made the
class optional because only one professor
offers the class and there aren't enough
sewing machines for the class to expand in
size," Amstutz said. •
"I think that the requirements for the
major should be changed because if some
of the requirements are optional, then theater students can take more of the electives
they are interested in," Amstutz said.
Music major requirements are - difficult
for students to meet as well. "[The major
requires several] classes worth .5 credits
but have the same hour time of regular
classes, so to get credits and fulfill cores
there is a time conflict,"music major
Josephine Mutascu said.

See ART, page 4
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By fenny Yu

News Writer

affirms that everybody is welcome."
_ Macey echoed these sentiments. "This ... isn't about the postering incident but about
the more global factors, including a lack of knowledge about the history of racism and
of racist images in the United States, of which the postering incident was an unfortunate but unintentional consequence." Through the forum, and subsequent educational
measures he hopes to "raise the level of knowledge and consciousness on campus so
that such incidents won't take place in the future."
President Ron Thomas elaborated further on this point. "I was pained by the image
on the poster when I saw it, knowing the'hurt it would inflict on our students and our
entire campus community as it invoked — even if unintentionally — the tradition of
stereotyping and dehumanization from which it came. The image represents a part of
our nation's history — and its present — that shames us all. I will say that I was proud
of our students from the theater organization who immediately recognized their error
and expressed their apologies for the harm it caused. It is important for us as an educational community to seize opportunities like this to educate ourselves again about the
subtleties of racism all around us and to reaffirm our commitment to make Puget Sound
a place where all are valued and welcome."

Managing Editor Aimee Rawlins is a senior majoring in Politics and Government and
Communication Studies.

Corrections
*The photo which accompanied.last
accompanied
week's story on the Instrum e of Citange
turd a picture of members of the Music House. The photo caption nutacurately
stated that the musicians were members of Instruments of Change,

Face of the Trail
Megan Buscho
Asst. News Editor
mbuscho@ups.edu

An animal blessing took place on
Saint Francis Day, Saturday, Oct. 4, 2003
at noon on the University of Puget
Sound campus. The location of this
annual event was the grass field surrounding Thompson fountain.
The Roman Catholic Church recognizes Saint Francis as the patron saint of
peace and animals. He is celebrated as
having embraced and loved all animals.
The "Blessing of the Animals" ceremony
is held in his honor.
The event is an opportunity for pet
owners to bring their pets and honor the
sentiment that Saint Francis held toward
animals. The occasion enables pet owners to both reflect upon the importance
of their animals and appreciate their
pets.
University Chaplain Jim Davis
presided over the ceremony which consisted of prayers, readings, songs and a
blessing for the animals present.
The event was held by the Center for
Spirituality and Justice, which is an oncampus Student Affairs organization.
Chaplain Davis is a strong supporter
of this event because he feels that, "just

as St. Francis asks us to be those will
care for the animals, we are called tt
seek peace and live in accord with on
another."
According to its mission statement
the Center's purpose is, "to foster an
nurture spiritual growth and wholeness
during each person's years of living anc
learning at the University."
This was the third year that the even
has been held.
Animals of every kind are invited
This year both ferrets and dogs repre
sented the animal kingdom.
The ceremony on campus does no
reflect a specific religious traditior
although similar events are hostec
nationwide by Roman Catholic church
es.
The campus event was publicizec
through 'Open-line,' a neighborhooc
newsletter, via e-mail, and also througl
flyers placed around campus.
"It's really important for the campus
community to gather to celebrate peace
and hope in the midst of terror and feat
in the world," Davis said.

News Writer Jenny Yu collects Snappy
Facts and she would like you to knou
that"Bamboo makes up 99% of a Panda
diet.'

Wondering about The Trail?
Who decides what to print? How
can I leave an anonymous story
idea? Is this Megan Buscho girl
single? Oh yeah! E-mail Megan to
find out the answer to these question and many more.

Ever thought about being a News
Writer?
E-mail the News section at
Trailnews @up s edu

Jenny Yu/The Trail

NO BEAST OF BURDEN—Local residents patiently look on in anticipation of their
dog's blessing at Thompson fountain during the feast of St. Francis, where local pets
recieved prayer and a blessing in the tradition of the patron saint of animals, St. Francis.
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
!'m Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
It, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
'36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
I can answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a tree seminar:
524-4915
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Freshman retention improving over time
r Colleen Woodrow
pus Writer
In its second year, the University's major initiative to
Trove freshman retention, the Student Alert Group
AG), is in high spirits as a result of the group's success.
le group takes on student issues with a team approach,
tented to taking action which best meets student needs.
le integrative approach of the group is a way for admintrative offices to work together.
"SAG is a very unique model. My guess is that few colges in the United States have a group that comes togeth, representing all departments, to help
udents,"Associate Dean of Student Services Houston
ougharty said. "A lot of students are getting the help
ey need more effectively and quickly. It continues to be
great model for how a small college can work."
According to Randy Nelson, Director of the University
Puget Sound's institutional research, retention rates
we been growing over the last decade in part because
udents have become more academically inclined.
"High school grade point averages are higher. High
hools are better preparing students for college. Students
ho are better prepared are more likely to be retained in
tllege," Nelson said.
Compared to other residential-campus, liberal arts

institutions of like size, UPS has typical retention rates.
"The retention rates were good. 'Good' is okay... but the
University wanted to do better,"Nelson said.
The Student Alert Group is the most important program to be developed in an effort to increase retention
rates. Although SAG was initially created to help firstyear students, it now prides itself on its ability to help students in every class. This year, in an effort to target sophomores they have created a website that puts a variety of
resources in one place, including study abroad resources,
financial aid information and major/minor references.
SAG hopes that stressing the importance of the sophomore year will raise retention rates for this specific group
of students who often feel forgotten.
"There are lots of programs done for first year students. Frequently, sophomores comment that they feel a
lack of support as a result of less emphasis, typically, in
comparison to their first year," Nelson said.
The University is making more of an effort to increase
programs that are targeted at sophomores and juniors as
well.
In retention studies done by the University, students of
color are retained at the same rate as other students are
retained and athletes — especially females — also have
higher retention rates at UPS. Shattering retention records
of the past, the class of. 2005 has a retention rate of 87.8

percent, the highest recorded since University's founding.
Nearly 85 percent of last year's freshmen were
retained into this academic year. The research compiled
by Nelson addresses students who leave by choice.
"Sometimes it is the best option for a student to leave;
maybe we don't have their major or they have a medical
condition. We are focusing on improving the institution
and bettering retention rates based on variables that we
can control," Nelson said.
"SAG's goal is to help students stay in school. But in
the case that the best choice is for the student to leave the
University, we want to help them make a good transition
and make sure that leaving is the right decision for them,"
Dougharty said.
Resources are a key to retention. The Student Alert
Group is making a concerted effort to make resources
very accessible to students. SAG has integrated programs
like Log Jam and department open houses in order to create accessible ways for students to feel connected and part
of the campus community.
"Students are more successful when they find ways to
connect and connect in different ways," Dougharty said.
In light of the growing retention rates, the University is
working hard to continue that trend.

Sophomore Colleen Woodrow isn't going anywhere, as The
Trail would prohibit her departure at all costs.

.ncrease in sales tax would fund additional police
r Phillip Londen
ews Writer
In this November's general election,
erce County voters will be asked
hether or not to approve a .03 percent
crease in the county's sales tax. The estiated 25 million dollars that would be
'nerated would be used to help bolster
iblic safety in Pierce County.
According to the Aaron Corvin of the
icoma News Tribune, the funds would be
;ed to "pay for more sheriff's deputies,
)lice officers, prosecutors and judges
Tying both unincorporated areas and
ties."
These funds would pay the salaries of at
ast 100 new officers to patrol areas of
erce County that currently do not have
lough manpower to provide 24-hour
While the addition of these officers will
adoubtedly make residents of Pierce

County safer, the question is whether or
not the benefits of the added capacity of
law enforcement outweigh the negative
burdens of the
increased sales
tax.
The
most
obvious group
that will experience the negative impact of
the increased
sales tax is consumers.
Bruce Mann,
a professor of
economics at the
University of
Puget Sound is
very familiar
with the economic situation of Pierce
County.
"The increase in sales tax is moderate
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Sophomore Phil Londen is a
reputed fan of Tacoma police officers.
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County's infrastructure and to make a more
attractive business environment, then the
net long-term effect will be positive."
One alternative to increasing the county's sales tax rate that has been proposed is
to tax the new casino that is being built on
Puyallup tribal lands just outside of downtown Tacoma.
"Taxing the casino is unrealistic because
the Indians have special rights that were
negotiated through treaties with the federal government," Mann said. "Besides, the
local Indian tribes are responsible for taking care of their own social problems and
they have a good record of voluntarily contributing funds to the county."
When voters go to the polls on Nov. 4,
they will have to decide whether or not
these funds will be spent wisely and provide more public safety.
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enough so that the average consumer will
not notice that his or her purchasing power
has decreased in their day-to-day transactions," Mann said.
In the long run,
however, the most
important potential
impact of the increased
sales tax is the one that
it could have on local
business. The greatest
fear of raising the sales
tax rate is that it will
drive local business
out of Pierce County.
"In the short-term,
the increase in sales tax
could cause businesses
to leave Pierce County,
but in this case, it is the
long-term effects that are most important,"
Mann said. "If the County uses the money
generated from the sales tax to build Pierce

The Logger alcohol policy
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with one another."
Another reason for the renovations is the increase of students majoring in the sciences and mathematics. With the
increase of students comes the need for more classrooms
and laboratory spaces.
"The amount of Biology students that they're teaching
is much larger than it has been traditionally or much larger than when this building was first built. They're in dire
need of space and physics also needs space," Rowland
said. "The way they are coping with this right now is they
run multiple course labs in the same room, which means
they have to set up equipment and take it down before the
next period. That doesn't allow for flexibility when designing experiments."
The new building will offer different kinds of common
space, architectural and structure puzzles, as well as the
new labs. For the professors and student scientists though,
the new laboratories will be the fundamental reason for all
the work.
"From a chemist's perspective and from a scientist's
perspective it's the teaching laboratories, the classrooms
and the research laboratories that would be available and
the new teaching opportunities that will be made available
to all of us. The building addresses all of our programs and

Art

I

that was our goal to begin with. That's the most exciting
thing," Rowland said.
One specific change that will be noticeable after the
completion of the renovation are the glass enclosed lounge
spaces in the corners of Thompson.
"It will create more lights and entrance into the courtyard, but these also become places for students and faculty
to meet informally. They're resource spaces — and they're
very nice spaces," Goldstein said.
The courtyard will also look radically different after the
construction is completed and will include a water feature,
a crystalline structure that could potentially become a coffee bar and teaching gardens for biology students and professors.
Aesthetics have been carefully considered when designing the building. In particular, the building committee
wanted to make sure that Thompson reflected its scientific
purpose.
"The scientists decided that they wanted science to be
visible within the building. There are going to be sections
in the walls and in the floors that demonstrate science all
over the building. This will hopefully start the discussion
about science," Goldstein said.
However, the surrounding community however may

feel as though the campus is being completely cut off froi
Union Street.
"You can't deny that the u-shape invites people into th
quadrangle from the outside and if you enclose that, it doe
give a sense of closed-off ness. We'll have to invite the con
munity in and make them feel welcome to use the spac
we've created in the interior," Rowland said.
Members of the building committee saw the currer
plan as the best compromise available.
"I think those [the removal of the fountain and encic
sure of the courtyard] are legitimate concerns that have t
be taken seriously. What we're seeking to do in the nei ,
courtyard is to produce an even more useable amenity,
Thomas said. "This was not the first site for the building
in fact it was the last choice. This location addresses all o
the programmatic and academic goals of the renovation
This is the decision that has the most benefits and the leas
drawbacks."
The costs for the renovation will total $48.5 million
Some of this will be paid for out of a combination o
reserves the University has been saving for capital proj
ects, fundraising and loans.

Megan Buscho and Marisa Liu are eager to initiate the con
versaion on science if Thompson doesn't

contiued from page 1

These three departments share another problem in coping with
the needs of students: limited space and materials.
The Art department has limited work stations for sculpture classes and the Theater Arts and Music programs are also severely constrained by the limited materials they can provide for students, such
as sewing machines and musical instruments, respectively. These
constraints make it difficult to cater to burgeoning numbers of
involved students. However, these departments are committed to
maintaining small class sizes in order to follow university goals of
small class size and increased student-professor interaction.
"The professors in the art department at UPS have a lot to offer
the students on a smaller scale but they are not able to do that in the
larger survey art history classes. However in art studio foundation
classes, there is a strict limit of students in each class so that each student will be allowed increased personal time with the instructor,"
Senior Art History major Jay Reno said.
This issue of keeping the student-to-professor ratio at a minimum
while allowing students to take required classes for their majors has
no easy solution and will be a serious problem that the University
will need to address in the months to come.

Apart from her unrelenting journalistic endeavors, sophomore Lipika
Choudhury has a dynamite French accent.

Crimes
The following incidents occurred on campus
and were reported to Security Sept 30, 2003 and
Oct 8, 2003:
10/1/03
Two students who live in University housing
on Union Avenue reported their bicycles stolen.
Both were taken at roughly the same, and were
only secured with cable style locks which appear
to have been cut. One was taken from the front
porch of the Gamma Phi sorority and the other
from the Kappa Alpha Theta.
10/3/03
A student who lives in the Alpha Phi house
report she awoke early in the morning to find
another student sitting on her desk. The student
does not reside in the Alpha Phi house and left
after a brief conversation. She believes the student
entered the room through the unlocked window.

10/6/03
A manager at Facilities Services reported an
expensive tree on North 11th Street near the
Fieldhouse was severely damaged. It appears to
have been hit by a vehicle.
**Please contact Security if you have information about any of the incidents described above.
All information is kept strictly confidential.
Crime Prevention Tips:
To prevent thefts; secure your property.
Lock your room (doors and windows) while you
are asleep or away. Do not leave valuable property in your vehicle and secure bicycles through
the frame with a u-bolt style lock.
To assist Security; report suspicious activity
immediately by dialing X3311 from any campus
phone.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

JAZZBONE
EVERY TUESDAY
$2.50 PITCHERS
8pm-lOpm

2803 6th Ave. Tacoma WA
(253) 396-9169
www.JAZZBONES.com

EVERY THURSDAY
COLLEGE NIGHT
$3 WELLS
$3 DRAFTS

2 FOR 1
APPETIZERS
M-F 4pm-7pm

*Thur. Oct. 9th - College Night: Beebop & Destruction (Fusion Jazz that will make your ears blow!)
*Fri. Oct. 10th - Girls Night Out: Paul Delay Band (Blues)
*Sat. Oct. 11th - Players Club (The best 70's & 80's Dance cover band in Tacoma!)
*Sun. Oct 12th - ALL AGES Curtis Salgado (He taught John Belushi and Dan Akroyd
how to play the Harmonica for the movie "The Blues Brothers")
.

*Mon. Oct 13th - Acoustic OPEN M1C ALL AGES
*Tues. Oct 14th - $2.50 Pitchers 8pm -10pm

*Wed. Oct. 15th - Guitar Center Presents: Grammy Award Winner Horacio
Hernandez - 7pm
**SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID WITH THIS AD AND GET A DISCOUNT AT THE DOOR!**
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3lackface still present
y Tyesha Green
&E Writer
My grandma was eight years old when the
ater got bloody. It was 1934 in Franklinton,
ar Creek County, Louisiana, when the simple
atter of my great-great grandfather choosing
dip the horse he bought in the dipping vat of
s choice led to a massacre. Among the casuties was my grandmother's first cousin,
rome Wilson. Jerome was falsely imprisoned.
e was then taken from the jail, and, with his
rother watching (since they shared a cell),
Tome was shot five times, beat in the face
ith a hammer, stripped naked, dragged down
tree flights of stairs and dumped in a ditch of
rater about a mile from the family home. A
torning school bus full of children found him
tere the next morning. He was buried that folwing Sunday, his face unrecognizable.
That's a piece of my family history. I grew
p knowing that black people were subjected
), but triumphed over, such horrors through
rength of will and character.
The images and ideas that perpetuated the
isgusting treatment of blacks included what
thites considered to be entertainment. The
tinstrel shows of the Civil War and the
audeville theater movement that followed it
uring American Reconstruction in the late
300s is a prime example. In minstrel shows
id later on, in Vaudeville shows, the white
erformers would cover their faces with burnt
)rk. The idea was originated by a white minTel performer named Thomas "Daddy" Rice
round 1832.
Rice would blacken his face with charcoal or
unit cork and then paint exaggerated white
ps on as well. (This style of make-up was
filled "black-face" make-up.) Then he would
erform, dancing and singing in tattered
lothes, "Weel about and turn about and do PS
D, Eb'ry time I weel about I jump Jim Crow."
he "Jim Crow" character is said to have been
aspired by a mentally handicapped, Southern
lack man that Rice met during his travels. The
him Crow" character was so widely popular
rid celebrated throughout white America that
lack actors too would perform in "black face."
his tradition continued through Vaudeville
hows. "Jim Crow" became a stereotypical

two
plus
two

Opinions

Americans need to
accept gay marriage
By Nell Shamrell

Opinions Writer

image of black inferiority in America. The term
became a racial slur against blacks and so laws
that degraded blacks were coined "Jim Crow"
laws.
There have been times in my life where I
have been discriminated against, called
derogatory terms, treated differently because of
my skin color. Though I have not lived my life
under "Jim Crow" laws, I know what it's like to
be hurt by other people's racist ideas. I know
that millions before me have loved their chocolate brown skin, kinky hair and big noses, not
allowing such negativity to tarnish their selfrespect. My family tree branches hang low
with proud, strong spirits. My grandmother
made sure that I didn't forget those hundred
years before the Civil Rights movement. I was
fortunate enough to have a complete education. A lot of people today don't have what I
had; they grew up in a non-diverse community. All that they learned from twelve years of
schooling concerning social relations were
scraps of "I Have a Dream" and criticism of
welfare reform.
And now, all of us are here together in
Tacoma, Wash. I count myself blessed to be
your colleague at the University of Puget
Sound. Since the moment I got here I met nothing but friendly faces. We are wonderful, you
know that? We are children, really, here to
grow and learn and forge relationships
amongst gothic Tudor buildings and rain
drops. But there are underlying issues that
erode our multi-cultural union. Last year there
was a hip-hop band that played at our
Homecoming ceremonials. The lead singer, a
white male, performed in "black face."
Needless to say, people were hurt; our colleagues, our people, were hurt. The idea that
black people look more like monkeys, more
like animals than humans (a basic component
of "black face"), was thrown in the face of our

See BLACKFACE, page 7

Not too long ago, I remember
opening up the paper to an article on
babies born September 11, 2001. The
article concluded with a direct
address to them, saying, among
other things, they would grow up in
a country where they could marry
whomever they love. I remember
feeling quite surprised that an article
in a major newspaper would state a
fact so blatantly false. The truth is,
in the United States, you cannot
marry "whomever you love." At
least, not if your love happens to be
of the same gender as yourself.
President Bush recently stated
that he opposes same-sex marriage.
Thirty-seven states and the federal
government have passed "Defense
of Marriage Acts," which define
marriage as only between a man and
a woman. Many groups are pushing
to add this definition to the
Constitution itself. Why do people
feel they have to "defend" the traditional image of marriage as if it is
being attacked? The reason can be
summed up in one word: fear.
Humans fear what they do not
know or do not understand. To
many Americans, gay marriage is
something just too different to be
accepted. People too often think of
gays and lesbians as only drag
queens and masculine women. The
truth is most do not fit the stereotypes. They are the worker in the
next cubicle, the person at the next
computer, the fan in the next box
seat. They look and act the same as
a straight person, except for loving
someone of the same gender.
There really is no good reason to
deny same-sex couples the right to
marry. Many opponents of same-sex

dolphin
in
disguise
marriage claim it would open the
door to legalizing things such as
polygamy and incest. This is ridiculous. Same-sex marriage, polygamy
and incest are completely separate
issues. Very few, if any, same-sex
marriage supporters intend to legalize anything but the union of two
consenting adults, who just happen
to be of the same gender.
Other critics claim gay parenting
is harmful to children. Studies have
shown that the sons and daughters
of gay parents are often the same as
sons and daughters of straight parents, and are no more likely to be
gay or straight. Still others say it
would allow gays to push forward
their "agenda." There is no gay
agenda. Those who make these
claims are the ones with an agenda.
At first, civil unions may seem an
ideal compromise, as they offer
many of the same legal rights granted to heterosexual couples.
However, they are not recognized by
other states and do not grant federal
benefits of marriage such as social
security rights and the right to file
joint tax returns. Granting gays the
right to marry is really the only way
to grant equality. Marriage, a lifetime commitment to another, recognized by the government, is a citizen's right. America prides itself on
freedom, but to deny same-sex couples this civil right is a violation of
freedom itself.

• Freshman Nell Shamrell and Flipper
vacation together.
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College rankings provide misconceptions
By Russell Knight

Opinions Editor
US News and World Report sold more
copies of its Sept. 1 issue than any other
issue this year. The cover story: A numerical listing of hundreds of colleges and universities across the nation. As more and
more college hopefuls are turning to "the
rankings" to guide their searches, it is
important to ask what they actually do for
US.

US News — the leader in numerical college rankings — has created a one dimensional snapshot of the worth of each university that many potential students place
more value on than they should. It is not
typically until an individual is a member of
a school, whether a student, professor or
administrator, that they begin to take the
rankings with a grain of salt.
Frustration with the rankings is not limited to one type of school. Many universities, even ones who score very highly, are
critical of the system. Richard Beeman,
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences at
the University of Pennsylvania — ranked
fifth best university by US News — said,
"the rankings are flawed in their conception and pernicious in their effect on
prospective students and their parents."
The problem is two-fold: first, they
often force administrators to work towards
an improvement in rankings, rather than
the quality of education. Second, schools
with different institutional cultures and
programs simply cannot be compared in a
numerical fashion, nor can a rank attest to
the worth of a school.

hard
day's
knight
"Administrators have a tendency to
believe that an improvement in US News is
really the ticket to success," said Melanie
Reed, Director of Freshmen Admission at
UPS. It is a perplexing "catch-22." Part of
the mission of most schools is to attract
intelligent students to participate in the
academic conversation of the university. To
do that, Reed suggested, "A lot of colleges
are hiring firms and spending a lot of
money to find ways to increase their rankings which detracts from the original mission of the university."
As accurate at US News tries to be, the
fifteen criteria test, including retention
rate, student selectivity, and peer assessment, can only measure so much and is
often skewed by external factors. Peer
assessment, which accounts for 25 percent
of the overall score — the highest weighted
item — asks college presidents and deans
to rate other schools' overall academic
quality, but bias is often present.
Reed points out "[peer assessment]
often hurts the 17 liberal arts schools west
of the Mississippi. Administrators are
going to rank most highly the schools they
are geographically close to as they often
share resources, etc. With such a small
number of schools like UPS in the
Northwest, it is often hard to get noticed."

its quest to defy all traditional measures —
refuses to fill out the US News survey. The
rankers are therefore forced to use old
information based on a small sample of the
student body, which drops them in the list
despite the schools excellent academic reputation.
For other schools, excelling in one category is their ticket to the rankings. Cooper
Union in New York City, for example,
offers 100 percent of its students some
amount of merit-based financial aid. Why
don't they just charge less tuition, one may
ask? Possibly because US News runs a
ranking of highest percentage of students
receiving merit aid. This allows a school —
which would otherwise fail to be recognized — to come in first on one list.
UPS is in a respectable place. US News
ranks Puget Sound 81st out of 217 liberal
arts schools nationally. And with a focus on
quality of education rather than location in
the rankings, "We are comfortable with
where we have ended up," Reed said. "It is
not likely that we are going to see any dramatic changes in the rankings. It would
take a lot for the mighty to fall out of the
top 50 for us to change our position."
So after all the games of the rankings,
what can prospective students do to find a
college that is right for them? Short of
physically walking onto a campus and
talking to professors and students, some
options have recently become available to
get a better feel for a school. The National
Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE)
polls freshmen and seniors, asking ques-

US News — the leader in
numerical college rankings
— has created a one dimensional snapshot of the worth
of each university.

tions like, "do undergrads interact wit
professors?" Or, "did you have ampl
internship opportunities?" The organza
tion aims to give prospective students a
idea of what actually goes on at each co.
lege campus and the opportunities avail
able to students. However, only 100 of th
participating 687 schools have agreed t
make the results of their survey public
While profiles such as NSSE are ai
improvement, they too should only b
used as one of the tools in the large job c
the college admission process.
Even if the methodology for the U
News rankings or any other organizatioi
were perfectly accurate, lining up differen
schools, which value different things an
seek different goals can be very difficult i
riot impossible to do accurately. But per
haps even worse is the value judgmen
associated with going to a top ten or twen
ty school and the accompanying belief tha
admission to a top tier school will ensure
top tier education. Wherever you go h
school one rule will always come out or
top: what you put into your education i,
what you will get out.

• Junior Russell Knight thinks all midterm
should be before Fall Break

Last Week's Poll:
How do you feel about the removal of the Thompson
fountain to renovate and add to the building?

Online
How do you feel about
the IMF posters
allegedly depicting
blackface?

Some schools prefer not to participate in
the ranking of colleges. Reed College — in

A.They inadvertently sent a negative
message to minorities on campus
The posters did not show any derogatory images. People are overreacting to
it.
I did not see the posters.

The new wing and gazebo will be much nicer for students and the
community. 36%
The fountain is an inviting aspect of our campus and should
remain. 50%
Didn't a fraternity try to remove it already? 14%

for PEOPLE who
LIKE to THINKfor
THEMSELVES
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File sharing should be blocked
By Heather Gillooly

Opinions Writer
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As I moved into my dorm for my
first year at the University of Puget
Sound, I set up all my necessities: my
computer, my bed and my desk.
Eager to listen to the some tunes, I
attempted to download Lime Wire, a
music-downloading program for
Macintosh. Much to my dismay, I
discovered that once I had the program installed, I could not download
music. I whipped out my handydandy Logger and discovered the
campus' no file-sharing policy.
As you probably already know,
the Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) has been suing
users of peer-to-peer services across
America. Among their victims are a
seventy-five year old man and a
twelve-year-old girl. It is obvious
that they are not targeting a specific
age group or type of person.
However, that poses the questions:
what are they looking for and who is
safe? As the RIAA has decided to
take a stand against file-sharers, UPS
students could be in danger.
The expectations of the university
community clearly state that
"using/copying copyrighted software or other copyrighted material in
violation of the copyright agreement"
are inappropriate uses of the campus
internet. Does this mean that the uni-

If they (RIAA) really
want to get us back for
stealing their music,
they can and will.

garden
gnome
guru
versity would be willing to sell out its
students to a huge corporation like
the RIAA? Our Confidential
Information policy is unclear on
whether or not the university would
protect students and deal with filesharing issues itself or turn its students over to the authorities. Many
students believe that the university
should deal with issues itself. "I
would like to think that the university would maintain its integrity and
take care of its own students," freshman Cody Costello said. This, I
wholeheartedly agree with. Puget
Sound's policies toward substance
use on campus generally allow the
campus to deal with the problem as it
sees fit. Why should file-sharing be
any different?
Right now, the campus has
already taken good measure to avoid
file-sharing altogether by setting up a
firewall that does not allow students
to download music. However, students are probably already finding a
way to get the music they want to
hear. The RIAA has made the point
that downloading is illegal; if the

campus takes matters into its own
hands when it comes to downloading
music, students may still be punished, but will not be fined a huge
amount by a faceless corporation.
Unfortunately, the RIAA is an
enormous corporation most likely
well worth its weight in gold. If it
chose to sue UPS, the college could
easily cease to exist. Thus, if they
really want to get us back for stealing
their music, they can and will, and
the price will be very costly. The easiest thing to do, while not nearly as
risky or entertaining, is to borrow
music from friends and enjoy it without owning it. Or, if you simply must
have the new David Bowie or Elvis
Costello CD, then go about it the
good old-fashioned way and buy it at
one of the many local record shops.
Think of it this way: you are supporting your favorite group even more by
spending money on their music and,
thanks to your twenty dollar contribution, they can keep making music
for your listening pleasure.
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How do you feel about
Arnold being elected
Governor of California?

"He's Austrian so
he's okay by me.
Shmeckty!"
Laura Hannah
Senior

"Does steroid use
affect political ability?"
Alex Bernhardt
Junior

Freshman Heather Gillooly downloads
music for her gnome friends.

continued from page 5

Blackface
peers for "artistic purposes." Some of the responses
that they got from this community to their cries of outrage
were "that they were making a big deal out of nothing."
There are a few less black people attending classes with us
this semester partly because of this incident.
This year, a campus group advertised their program
with a picture of a "black face" monkey in the traditional
0. "Uncle Sam Wants You" pose. Above that was the group's
name, which includes 'a reference to monkeys. If I had to
judge the intent behind these posters I would say that
whoever created them was not motivated by racism. But
that isn't the issue. The issue is that it appeared at all, and
that not many people noticed.
The group, realizing their mistake, agreed to take down
the specific posters and apologized. They admitted to
being ignorant about the negative connotations of the
image they chose .to advertise. I respect them for their
honesty and regard. But the picture has already been seen
and has already affected the UPS community. How do we
deal with that? Will it take an annual silent march in black
face, as was conducted last year, before people will recognize racist things when they see them? Will people con-

I

"I'd like to see
Arnold and Jesse
th 2 Body in either
a fight or spelling
bee ."
Aaron Thompson
Senior

tinue to claim ignorance when confronted with the problems that plague not just our school, but our society?
We must all take responsibility for what is said and
done at our University. We can no longer feign ignorance
and apathy when our people are hurt. It's going to be a
big undertaking, re-educating ourselves. But we came to
UPS to learn, not to remain uneducated about a major
aspect in American history and current social relations. I
challenge every student and staff member of this institution to not just stand by and do nothing but to question
everything, to feel something. Educational programs on
black history and race relations will be continued throughout this year; I hope they are well attended by everyone.

Freshmen Tyesha Green is an English major.

Write a letter to the
Editor.
trail@ups.edu
We'll listen.

"I dont like him at
all. It's a bunch of
crap because he
has no experience
at all."
Fereshta Zafar
Freshman

"It doesn't really
affect me."
Curtis Medved
Freshman

Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11am-12am
11am-lam
12pm-1am
12pm-12am

Monday Night Football Special
Buy two 16" pizzas and get a
FREE 2-liter Coke product*
Thursday-Friends Special
Buy a 12" pizza and get a
FREE bowl of ice cream'
'offers valid only during the Monday Night Football
game and the Friends show hour.

"The Demos' will
be back!'"
Stitch
Senior
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Howard Moore, comedy croupier, comes to campus
By Kathleen Sullivan

A&E Editor
"Humor, it's universal, it has to be. People need humor, they need its release,"
comedian Howard Moore, who will be the homecoming speaker tonight, Friday, 8
p.m. at Memorial Field House. "Laughing, it's like an orgasm, it releases endorphins,
it makes you feel good." At a study-obsessed, closet-nerd, caffeinated school like
UPS, who wouldn't welcome a release? This is a call for all of the
UPS campus to put down your Friday night homework, lay aside
your GRE prep book, stop playing solitaire and go see Howard
Moore Friday night for the priceless cure to any stressful college life:
humor.
Moore believes that one part of humor should be collective and
universal, something that anyone can relate to. It should also be a
feeling that the audience can relate to on a more relative, individual
level. Political Science majors, take note: Moore majored in Poly-Sci,
a detail he believes greatly aids him with striking this
universal/individual balance in his humor. "Political Science pushes people, pushes things. It helps me understand the different demographics of places," Moore said.
He cites an example that all college students harass but secretly
wish they had guts to wear: the Mullet. Mullets are funny to everyone, Moore says, but when he gives a show in South Dakota, the
alleged spawning ground for this, urn, unique hairstyle, mullets are
a central focus of his jokes.
UPS students seem like the kind of crowd Moore likes. He prefers audiences that
aren't uptight and that are part of the MTV generation. Moore does shows at several college campuses, and recently he's begun to do more corporate jobs for companies
like Exon and Intel. Even though his audiences span a wide age group, Moore feels
that he can relay a message to everyone. "I'm old enough to tell the difference and
young enough to make a difference," he said. He likes to give a show where audience members leave feeling that they've learned something new; for this reason he

respects Jay Leno's humor because of its informative quality.
Talent runs amuck in Moore's family; the careers in his family would intimidate
any in-law. He's got a sister who's a college professor, a brother who's an attorney, a
brother who plays in the NFL, a sister who owns her own cleaning business and a
brother who's a cop. Whew. "I come from a smart, talented family, but I'm the most
creative, the most witty." Reminiscing on his high school years when he would sing
Michael Jackson songs in front of the whole school, evidently this statement has
always been true.
Moore's advice to any aspiring young comedian: "Stay with it, be
committed." Moore attributes his success to his hard work and his
professionalism. It's just like any other job, he says, you have to be
punctual and work hard at it. He compares being a comedian to
going to school. He does his homework, he researches other comedians, his classrooms are comedy clubs. When preparing for a show,
Moore is "always nervous, never scared."
Above all aspect of life, Moore believes you have to be able to
laugh at yourself: "You just can't take yourself too seriously." On
the brink of midterms, UPS students should heed this light-hearted
message. The source for all of Moore's jokes is love. While certain
comedians rely on cursing to make or break a joke, Moore likes to
create jokes out of funny situations and life experiences. He says that
the source of his humor, no matter how personal, is never malicious.
Moore calls stand-up comedy "the purest form of entertainment."
courtesy of ups.edu
If you go see a rock band, and the lead singer is having a bad night,
either his guitar or other singers can back up for the faltering talent. In stand-up
comedy, if a joke fails, all you have is a few awkward coughs and a stupid-feeling
comedian. Comedians take a huge risk to bring us the purest form of entertainment,
and Friday night will prove to be pure and pumped full of energy. Moore wants UPS •
to know that for Friday night, he's "ready to rock n' roll." Let the laughs begin.
Howard Moore is speaking at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Field House. Tickets are five
dollars at the Info Center for students, twelve dollars for non-students.

•

Kathleen Sullivan is a senior FLIA major who has already bought her ticket for the show.

Casino night profits double down!
Proceeds from event benefit both
local and national charities
By Justine Bowen-Jones

Features writer
Casino Night is an opportunity for students to celebrate Homecoming — Vegas style.
The event will be held on Saturday, Oct. 11.
The organizers teamed up with ASUPS for the
first time in an attempt redirect the focus of
Homecoming toward students and alumni, rather than just alumni.
"This is the first time we have done
a Vegas theme, but we decided
to give it a try since the theme
for Homecoming this year is
'Welcome to Las Vegas,"
Kate Sojda, committee CoChair along with Emma
Archer, said.
The event wilt be held in
Marshall Hall from 7 toll
p.m., with a five dollar admission fee. All the proceeds will
go to Kids Can Do (a local mentoring program) and Habitat for
Humanity. How the money will be split

•

between the two charities has not been decided as of yet.
"We have been donating money to Kids Can do for a long time, it's just been over the
past couple of years that we have helped out Habitat for Humanity," Sojda said. "Last
year we donated to three charities, but the money was spread too thin, so we decided to
go back to two."
"When students come they will pay their five dollars and we will give them a certain
number of [poker] chips and at the end of the night they will have the opportunity to
buy raffle tickets with their left over chips," Sojda said.
All of the prizes were donated. They include a trip to Las Vegas, dinner for two and
various gift certificates to local stores such as The Ram, MSN Deli and E9.
The night's activities include 12 Black Jack tables, two Poker tables, a Craps table, an
Elvis Wedding Chapel, Karaoke and a Silent Auction, as well as free food and mocktails.
"All of the food this year was donated by Steven Davis, which really helped us minimize our cost," Sojda said. "We are anticipating this year will be our most successful
year."
"There will be celebrity dealers (faculty members) and we are also in the process of
trying to get a caricature artist," Sojda said.
"It's a great time for students to get dressed up, gamble and have a lot of fun without
spending a lot of money."
ASUPS, RSA, President Thomas, Dean Bartanen and Panhallenic are sponsoring the
event this year. Some of the RHA's around campus are also participating by putting collection jars on each floor.
"We were approached by Kara Evans (ASUPS social coordinator) about involving
ASUPS with Casino Night," Sodja said. "At first it was a little difficult to get everything
organized and there were a lot of miscommunications, but we got everything figured out
and we are excited about all the support we have receive this year."
"This is the first year that we have been involved with so many organizations," Sojda
said. 'Our budget this year is just over $4,000 and we have been able to cut cost, which
means we will be able to give more money to the charities."

Justine Bowen-Jones is a freshman gambling her life away.
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Vegas baby, Vegas!
• 2003 homecoming theme a sure bet
By Denise Marks

Features writer
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A casino, a comedian, a night show, a wedding chapel and Elvis impersonators. What more does homecoming need?
Although ASUPS was unable to book Celine Dion and it was too costly to
transport the MGM Grand to Tacoma, Special Events Programmer and junior
Cara Evans is hoping to bring the excitement and fun atmosphere of Las
Vegas to campus during this year's homecoming.
Homecoming is Oct. 9 to 11, and the official theme is "Welcome to Vegas
at the University of Puget Sound."
The homecoming activities started Thursday night with a traditional
songfest. This year, instead of it being a lip sync, Evans decided to spice it
up a bit by planning a Vegas Show Night.
Homecoming activities continue today with Hall-I-Daze, the Wind
Ensemble Reunion Concert and comedian Howard Moore performing in the
Fieldhouse at 8:30 p.m. Activities planned for Saturday include the homecoming parade, homecoming football game with the announcements of the
homecoming royalty, the winner of Hall-I-Daze, the winner of the homecoming parade and a contest for the best student Elvis impersonator and Casino
Night.
Evans knew she wanted homecoming to be a big success as soon as
ASUPS hired her last spring. "My hope is to make homecoming bigger that
it ever has been," she said. "There is great potential for homecoming to be a
weekend of fun for students. It's a great opportunity for students and alumni to connect in fun venues."
In order to realize her goal of a successful large-scale homecoming, Evans
knew she would need to collaborate with other organizations on campus. "I
talked to so many people," she said. "I issued my plea for making this as big
as possible."
One group that Evans approached for help was the Resident Student
Association (RSA) and Casino Night committee. Traditionally, Casino Night
has not been held on homecoming weekend, but they agreed that this year it
was a good idea.
Another organization that Evans collaborated with was the Alumni
Association. Besides organizing the Student and Alumni Picnic scheduled
for Saturday afternoon, Evans said that the alumni asked to be involved in
Hall-I-Daze this year, so the alumni are planning to tour all of the residence
halls at 3 p.m. this afternoon to see the decorations. As in past years, the
judging of the halls will take place early Saturday morning.
Along with hoping to make homecoming bigger than ever before, Evans'
goal in choosing the theme was to pick something that appealed to everyone,
so she gathered input directly from students. "I would randomly ask students what they thought would be an ideal theme for homecoming," she
said. In the end, Evans said it came down to either something having to do
with Las Vegas or Hollywood. While pondering these options, Evans
thought of Casino Night, and decided that it would be a good idea to include
Casino Night as part of homecoming and that this would tie in nicely with a
Vegas theme.
Evans hopes to avoid the controversy raised by last year's "Hip-Hop
Homecoming" theme. There was concern expressed by those involved with
the Diversity Theme Year and Student Diversity Center that the homecoming
theme exploited the idea of black culture, instead of concentrating on hiphop. The controversy erupted when a member of the local band 'The
Biznautics' appeared on stage with a greenish-brown paste on his face that
many people in the audience interpreted to be blackface.
"Last year's theme had great potential, but it ran into some problems,"
Evans said. She said she hopes she has succeeded in making this year's
theme both student and alumni friendly. "After all," she said, "all ages like
Vegas."

Denise Marks is a sophmore who isn't hard to please.
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VEGAS
Oefskt, 101k
Wind Ensemble Concert
Schneebeck Concert Hall 7 p.m.
No cost for students. Everyone is welcome.
Comedian Howard Moore
Sponsored by ASUPS Popular Entertainment
Feildhouse 8:30 p.m.
Cost: $5 campus community, $12 Adults

Sanity Ociaten 1111(
Hall-I-Daze
Sponsored by RSA
Tour the Residence Halls and be amazed by the
creative decorations. Eat free food and visit your
friends!
Totally free. Campus Community is welcome.
Student-Alumni Picnic
Sponsered by the Alumni Office
Fieldhouse 11a.m.
Free for all Freshman and all student leaders.
Homecoming Parade
Jones Circle 1p.m.
Come see all the decorated "floats" and enjoy th
spirit! Vote for the best float at the entrance to t
football game and find out the winner at halfti
Ily free! Open to the campus community.
Homecoming Game: UPS` vs. Linfield
Halftime show featuring announcement of the
Homecoming Court, the winner of Hall-I-Daze,
and the winner of the Parade as a fabulous
Student Elvis Impersonation Contest!
Casino Night
Wheelock Student Center 7 p.m.
Sponsored by RSA, the Casino Night Comm
and ASUPS!
Featuring the Elvis Wedding Chapel, karaoke,
bingo, prizes and a live DJ!
Cost: $5
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To Knit or Knot to Knit:
Clubs combine crafts & service

Jacobsen Concert lauds Berlioz
The piece tells the story of Harold traversing
through Italy. There are four movements, and listening to each, the audience will be able to visualize the
landscapes of Italy and the actions of the different
This year marks the 200th anniversary of the birth
characters as Berlioz's music conjures up images and
of Hector Berlioz. "Who is Hector?" you may be askmoods that portray the action perfectly.
ing yourself. Often considered the greatest musician
Joyce Ramee, UPS's affiliate viola artist faculty
after Beethoven, Hector is one of the most wonderful
member, claims that it is this exact piece that inspired
composers of the romantic period. Luckily for us,
UPS is remembering this Frenchman with the gusto her to become a professional musician. It was the
"beauty of the performance by the violist Joseph
and praise he deserves.
DePasquale with the
The first Berlioz event
Philadelphia Symphony
occurred last Friday, Oct. 3,
recorded in the 1960s" which
as the second Jacobsen
truly moved her to pursue
Concert and Recital Series
her dream being a profeswas put on by the School of
sional musician.
Music. It featured
"The most difficult aspect
Professor Geoffrey Block as
of the piece is just being
the pre-concert lecturer,
Heard," joked Ramee: "The
Duane Hulbert with two
piece makes the viola sound
movements Of the
good," but because of the
Symphonie Fantastique
note
range of the viola itself,
transcribed by Franz Liszt
Jess Wilkerson/ASUPS Photo Services
it is easy to be covered, espefor piano, Joyce Ram& on OPEN ADORATION—The University
cially when competing with
viola, and finally Symphony Orchestra will honor composer
an entire symphony orchesChristopher McKim, Hector Berlioz in the Jacobsen Concert Series.
tra! Ram& is thrilled to be
Michael Delos, Kathryn
playing with the UPS Symphony Orchestra again; her
Weld and the Adelphian Concert Choir directed by
last performance with the group was in 1989 when
Jerry Yonkman with scenes from the Damnation of
she performed the Bartok Viola Concerto.
Faust.
The University Symphony will also be performing
The concert was thrilling and left the audience
Berlioz's Overture to Beatrice and Benedict, a comic
with a better understanding of the brilliance, genius
opera and Berlioz's last major work written as a musiand diversity of Berlioz. His playful nature emerged
in his use of common musical forms in new and unex- cal version of Shakespeare's Much Ado About
Nothing. Berlioz had a lifelong admiration borderline
pected rhythmic patterns.
obsession with Shakespearean plays and eventually
If you missed the Jacobsen Concert, the University
Symphony Orchestra is remembering the bicentenni- married a Shakespearean actress, Harriet. Perhaps
al of Berlioz in its own way. The conductor of the his love for Harriet was much like that of Beatrice and
orchestra, Christophe Chagnard, is excited about the Benedict and inspired him to write the opera.
The two Berlioz works on Oct. 15 at 7:30 p.m. in
celebration, saying that "it is a unique opportunity to
the Schneebeck Concert Hall. Admission is free, and
hear Berlioz and appreciate the wealth of music he
has to offer." Chagnard loves the originality of it will provide a wonderful break from everyone's
busy schedule to listen to the beauty of Berlioz and to
Berlioz and his independent nature: "He was not
forced to bend to the establishment." The hardest support the University Symphony.
The next Jacobsen Concert is also on its way, titled
aspect of performing a Berlioz piece, according to
"For the Love of Beethoven," featuring more of the
Chagnard, is its unpredictability.
Joyce Ramee will be the guest artist in the com- School of Music's talented staff, scheduled for 7 p.m.
on Saturday, Nov. 8. Tickets for all Jacobsen Concerts
plete version of Harold in Italy. This piece is unique
because it is Berlioz's Second Symphony, and not a are $11 for the public, $7 for students and seniors, and
free to all UPS students. A complete list of UPS conviola concerto; the difference being that the solo viola
certs found at www.ups.edu/events/SchoolofMusic.
and the symphony have equal importance in the porDarcy Scott is already looking forward to Winter Break.
trayal of Harold on his journey through Italy.
By Darcy Scott

By Lindsey Segarini

A&E Writer

A&E Writer
It's Thursday night at 9:30. Most people are either starting
some last minute homework or beginning their weekend a little
early. I am on my way to the infamous new club meeting of
Stitch and Bitch. Everyone's seen the posters around campus
and wondered if Stitch and Bitch really does what the club with
the catchy name claims to do.
Stitch and Bitch is a new campus club that rings true to its
name: it stitches and bitches. Another new knitting club is
K.A.S.A, knitting and service alliance. K.A.S.A was founded my
Jenna Robles, Brooke Corneli, Anne Kreider, Clare Bernish,
Lindsey Taylor and Jess Putterman. These six sophomores came
up with this theme house idea last year, making this the first
year of K.A.S.A. The house has several up-coming activities
they hope to inolve the community in. As well as the weekly
Stitch and Bitch meetings, they are holding a year round Knit-AThon in which they hope to collect and make several knitted
goods for donation. Other activities include a pot-luck dinner,
Kid's craft day and park clean up and barbecue.
Thursday night I had my own experience with Stitch and
Bitch at the K.A.S.A. house. I walked in there never having
picked up a needle and thread in my life. I was welcomed and
invited to pick up a needle and yarn and start a project. More
than enough people were willing to teach me. I sat down and
started my lesson. The girls were patient and made it fun, joking around about my not-so-great knitting skills. After starting
over for my fourth time, I decided maybe it'd be better if, for my
first few times, I skipped the Bitch and just concentrated on the
Stitch.
The atmosphere of the house was inviting. Candles and good
music played while a group of abou fifteen students sat around
talking about everything from last weekend to their upcoming
tests. Each person was working on their own unique project,
mine being a pretty pathetic little start to a scarf, while veterans
worked on beanies and sweaters with zebra patterns. Students
came and went as homework allowed them, and I must say I
was a little sad to go. The relaxing atmosphere of the house was
a nice break from reading sixty pages of biology, even with the
frustration that comes along with being a first time knitter.
Stitch and Bitch and the K.A.S.A house have had a successful
start, having about thirty people at their weekly meetings. The
girls of the house hope it's not one of those theme houses that
fades after a year, and with the growing popularity of the club I
can't see that being a problem in years to come. The Meetings
are held every Thursday night at 9:30 at 1111 N. Lawrence.
Knitting needles and yarn are provided for beginners. You can
contact the house that 253-879-4061 or JRobles@ups.edu .
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Kittredge exhibit provides deft dichotomy
By Miriam Hathaway

A&E Writer
The new Kittredge Art
Gallery is about the differences between men and
women and other naturally
occurring opposites. The main
room of the gallery is of Jason
Sobottka's works. They are primarily paintings of places
China Bialos/ASUPS Photo Services
around the U.S. during his
RORSCHACH—Gives
travels from Washington state
new meaning to the
all the way to the North Shore
word "flower."
of Lake Superior. Some of the
Jennifer McNeely
paintings are huge, covering
Spout, 2002.
up a portion of the wall from
floor to ceiling. Others are
made of very technical gadgets like tiny picture screens
showing footage of water and fields framed in whole
pieces of bark and wood. Sobottka's gallery is about a
journey and freedom, introspection through the environment and connection with the raw earth.
Jennifer McNeely's exhibit, which is directly next to
Sobottka's images of testosterone and the journey outside,
is about women's issues and the journey inward. When I
,

•

By Ashley Lauth

a

first walked into McNeely's exhibit, I immediately
thought: Whoa, these look just like vaginas. Sure enough,
this was McNeely's intention. "The pieces do reference
body parts, although that is not the end of the story; rather,
it is the way their story begins," she says. The pieces are
representative of the different issues for women today.
McNeely said, "(My work) alludes to the cultural situation
and compulsions of women." The sculptures hung on the
walls are primarily made of stuffed nylons that are curled
up to look like giant spirals with tufts of fur all around the
edges. Others are made of folded together bras and other
lingerie. It's a very womanly room complete with a piece
made of a polka dot bikini entitled "Itsy Bitsy."
Even though these exhibits are quite different from
each other, they complement each other well. One is about
the outdoors; the other about, well, indoors. One artist is
male; the other female. But both are about exploration of
the self, whether it is through one's environment or representations of their body. They are opposite poles in many
ways, but together they make a wonderful exhibit.
Jason Sobottka is a visiting artist who creates his art
based on experiences in his own life. They are made of
animals, souvenirs, maps, wood, soil, ceramic, wax, spray
paint and even a tiny motor to make a small rattlesnake
skull twitch inside of a jar.
His works are made to convey a sense of journey.

Despite the numerous posters, most
people probably don't know what the
Town Crier Speaks One-Act Festival is.
How did that title even arise? "It's a reference from Hamlet, Act 3 Scene 2," said Wes
Andrews, artistic director of the festival.
"It's very pompous and yet, simultaneously, self-deprecating." It's a new year for
Town Crier, and the actors, writers and
directors are glowing with excitement and
anticipation.
Town Crier is a festival where directors
and actors get- their feet wet. It provides a
comfortable, inviting atmosphere where
students who aren't prepared to write a
full-length play can submit a short piece
that can be a building block for later work.
Many of the writers are niether theater

majors nor minors. Actors, especially
freshman, have a chance to gain exposure
through Town Crier. This low-key environment entices people who may not have
otherwise auditioned. Town Crier essentially gives students a chance to show off
their work, through writing, directing, or
acting. As director and writer Elizabeth
Edwards stated, "It's just people and their
creativity."
The festival has no official faculty support or endorsement, nor does it receive
any funding from ASUPS. Town Crier is
one of several productions put up by the
club, Student Theatre Productions, which
reaps all of its financial support from ticket sales. The festival's overall intention is
to prove that student theater is truly valid
theater and should be taken seriously.
One difference about Town Crier this
year is the increased number of submis-
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Miriam Hathaway hates nylons and prefers lederhosen.

sions, consequently making the selection
process more competitive. The diumvarate of the festival are Ellie McKay, executive producer, and Andrews. Their focus
this year is to ensure that the festival is
really just that: a festival. The sense of
cohesiveness lost last year between the
one-acts and Gravity is reinstated mainly
because all the people working Town Crier
are so wholly committed to it.
The most blatant difference this year is
that the student theater production will
not be held in the Rendezvous, a theatrical
nightmare in the way of sound, lighting,
and space. This year all student theater
productions will be held in the newly
reconstructed Rausch Theatre. This is an
incredible leap from the Rendezvous,
where actors had to compete with the
Cellar for the audience's attention.
Most of the plays contain social or
political commentary, but the genre
ranges from dramas to comedies to
abstract: "They simply are really smart
plays," said McKay. "The directors have
amazing vision and are allowing the
playwrites to have a lot of input."
"She's Peeling Tomatoes With Her
Fingers" by Proctor Grace and directed
by Eboni Treco, is about a love triangle
between two women and one man. It
deals with issues of love, leaving, and
how to deal with those. Treco says the
audience must constantly question
whether the actors are mocking themselves and others, or demanding seriousness.
"When Laudright Takes the Stage" by
Dashel Milligan and directed by
Elizabeth Edwards, will prove to be an
unconventional and eccentric show in
text and set. The setting is a dysfunctional circus, and the characters are the
players within the ring, the ringleader
being the most warped of them all. The

play is written in iambic pentameter, but,
according to Edwards, much of the play
focuses on movement over words and
what happens offstage.
"Five Titles" by Elizabeth Edwards and
directed by Jason Moy might at first lead
one astray because the play actually has
five titles. For the sake of brevity, it was
shortened. This play is one in which the
director, writer, and actors all wish to keep
a mystery. The only preview that was
allowed to seep out is that the play is
essentially a philosophical discussion with
intense theatrical elements.
"A Simple Discussion" by Davey Young
and directed by Drew Humberd, conversely, is summarized in its title. It's a comedy
concerning one man and the relation of his
personal story to another skeptical man.
The script is very straightforward and
apparently, so is the set. According to
Humberd, this provides the clean slate for
the comedy to flourish upon.
"Tomorrow, Utopia" by Emily Carlsen
and directed by Davey Young, "is deliberately lacking in exposition; the audience
gleans from the actions on stage, as well as
the characters' cryptic communications,
what the framework for the overall show
is," said Young. The audience will wallow
in curiosity as the play deals with isolated
individuals in extreme situations with
uncertain futures. Set in a purgatorial
dystopia, the group is striving for personal
spiritual utopia and must handle issues of
self sacrifice, angelification, and inflicted
multilation.
The festival performs at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 9 through Saturday, Oct. 11.
Tickets for the Town Crier Speaks One-Act
Festival are sold at the Rausch Theatre
showbox on the days of performance.
Admission is $3.

Ashley Lauth acted in Gravity of the 2002
Town Crier Festival.
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Paintings like "Rattlesnake Area" have breathtaking landscapes as well as unique mediums. In this work, Sobottka
uses screen and soil to create a broken brick wall with tears
in the canvas. His works reveal his inventive spirit and
passion for the wonders of travel.
McNeely's work is also about introspection and journey. Each piece represents another aspect of the female
perspective of the world, sexuality, themselves and each
other. "This work speaks to the continuous struggle to
balance the need to create harmony in our surroundings
and preserve our own sanity," said McNeely.
The Kittredge Art Gallery's new exhibit expresses
many opposites yet fuses them back together. McNeely
explains the exhibit well for both artists, "(It) is often an
exploration of contradictions: between masculine, feminine, the grotesque and beauty, hard, soft. Often times the
line between opposites becomes hazy and eventually ...
they will merge." McNeely and Sobottka have incredible
perspectives on the world and create depictions that are
both universal and unique. Both artists have brought an
amazing gift to the University and the exhibit is worth
every step across the street to Kittredge.
The gallery is open Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. —
4 p.m. and 1 — 4 p.m. Sunday. McNeely will speak
Tuesday, Oct. 28, and Sobottka will talk Thursday, Oct. 23.

Town Crier promises flair, mystery, talent
A&E Writer
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F-Zero emerges as
f-ing awesome

"Cool" requires rock attendance

By Matt Bettelman

As in any social environment, UPS has its own
requirements for what one must do in order to be
qualified by the modifier "cool." Everyone has an
individual perception of what is cool — some
might say a person that wears Abercrombie and
Fitch is "cool," whereas others would describe
cool as defined by one's musical tastes. While
these examples subscribe to different ideals of
cool, both are equally exclusive and demanding in
their requirements.
Of course, we at UPS pride ourselves on our
diversity, not only in the numerous socioeconomic
backgrounds we attract, but also in our musical
tastes. Especially strong at UPS is the alternative
rock subculture — many admire its ability to
expand the rock genre not only in terms of content
of lyrics and form of music, but in the whole style
associated with it.
As can be expected, this subculture has an
entire list of requirements that one must — I
repeat, must — aspire to in order to be cool.
Let me warn you, the requirements are strict!
Any deviation can result in immediate and relentless retaliation from the group in the form of
excommunication, as well as rhetorical degradation referring to the deviant, be it an individual or
group, as a "sellout," "poser," or "not punk."
One of the main requirements of this list is
attendance of shows. So that the faithful Trail
reader might one day reach this ideal of cool we all
aspire to, here is a preview of upcoming rock
shows to attend. Get your pins and hoodies ready.
Saves The Day, Taking Back Sunday,
Moneen (Showbox, 10/13/03, $18.50)
Saves the Day remains to this day one of the
classic "emo" bands, one the groups that was
formed a little too late to define the genre, but
rather was essential in popularizing the genre.
While their sound has certainly changed from
what was a driving, more punk influenced to a
more mellow indie pop synthesis, they still put on
a great show. I admit some, myself included, may
long for a more intimate show with the band playing their old songs, these guys are simply great
performers — you won't be disappointed.
Criteria
Brothers,
Cursive,
Blood
(Graceland, 10/17/03, $10)
For a harder show, you cannot go wrong with

A&E Writer
Is anyone else as disenchanted with the conventions of modern
game design as I am? It seems that the market is all too often flooded with games that subscribe to the theory of all style, no substance.
Game makers increasingly prioritize state of the art graphics over
unique, inventive gameplay. Fun factor is left undernourished and
replay value is whittled paper-thin. With every passing day, the
videogame industry emulates Hollywood more and more: constantly
spending big bucks to produce the safe bet (a watered down version
of the best stuff from decades past). It is an irrefutable fact that in
some corners of the world, gaming has lost its gusto. Fortunately for
us, Nintendo is still around to give apathetic game design a swift
kick in the rear.
In a collaboration that in the past seemed as unlikely as me losing
my virginity, Nintendo and Sega have teamed up to bring us the 128-

Photo couresty http://spoonman.marvgm.com/e3/fzerogx.htm

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK—Videogame empires Nintendo and

Sega have teamed up in the creation of F-Zero, a forceful racing game.
bit update to one of the 16-bit generation's most revered classics. I am
speaking of none other than the epitome of the high-speed, futuristic
racing game: F-Zero. Headed up by Sega's Amusement Vision team
(responsible, most notably, for Daytona USA and Super Monkey Ball),
F-Zero GX for the Nintendo Gamecube is, quite simply, a tour de force.
If any of you fancy yourselves pure racing fans, don't even bother
reading the rest of this review: go buy F-Zero right now.
For the uninitiated, F-Zero GX is a futuristic racing game, with light
car combat elements thrown in on the side. The series debuted as a
launch game for the SNES in 1990, where its "Mode 7" graphics
helped to separate the SNES as a technologically superior games
machine in comparison to the competition. It took Nintendo nearly 8
years to muster up a sequel, which they did in high fashion, as the
series made the jump from 2-D to 3-D with F-Zero X for the N64.
Anyone who is familiar with the N64 outing knows largely what to
expect here. Players race at impossibly high speeds against a field of
29 other ruthless racers on tracks that understate the words unpredictable and exhilarating.
Indeed, one of F-Zero GX's greatest strengths is the marriage of
brilliant track design and jaw-droppingly gorgeous graphics. Each of
F-Zero GX's 20 tracks was finely and uniquely crafted. They soar, they
rise and fall; they corkscrew, they turn you upside down and 180
degrees before you can blink an eye. They can send you spiraling
through a claustrophobic circular tube, only to have the bottom drop
out, hurtling you down a thousand foot free fall toward the tiny strip
of track below where the finish line (eventually) awaits you.
Graphically, I'm not sure if a finer specimen has ever been crafted.
The backgrounds of F-Zero GX's tracks are more elaborately rendered
than the foregrounds of many similar titles. The Green Plant stages
elicit a thick forest, teeming with foliage and overhanging tree branches, while Aeropolis depicts a perfectly realized city of skyscrapers that
reach to the heavens.
Moreover, F-Zero GX's graphics don't come at the cost of finely
tuned gameplay. Unlike the uninspired group of games I recalled earlier, each of F-Zero GX's intricately detailed particle effects were created to enhance the game's sense of speed (a crucial component to any
successful racing game). Just wait until you see the sparks fly out
from underneath your racer when you hit a turbo boost; no game
before F-Zero has come this close to making players feel like they're
actually piloting a hovercraft capable of speeds greater than 1,000
km/h.
F-Zero GX is a real videogamer 's game. Loads of unlockables,
arcade link-up capabilities, customizable racers, and an engaging new
Story Mode add up to a replay value that is far from half-baked.
Nintendo and Sega are clearly
not afraid to ramp the difficulty
up on you, either. If a challenging, rewarding, visually stunning
racing game is what you crave,
then say hello to your next addiction.

Matt Bettelman has been a columnist for nationally published arcade
game industry magazines for over
four years.

By Tim Baars

A&E Writer

indie royalty Cursive. A front runner for Saddle
Creek's lineup, Cursive mixes hard guitar riffs and
a strong rhythm section with the aching and
screaming vocals of Tim Kasher, not to mention
the addition of a cellist to the ensemble.
As if this isn't enough, the Blood Brothers are
playing with them, music so intense, so intricate,
so powerful it seems impossible. Again, these guys
are remarked for their engaging shows, so
described by one concert goer as "made out of
pure sex."
Thursday, Thrice, Coheed and Cambria
(Graceland, 10/27/03, $10)
Here's a show that is perhaps more accessible
than the Cursive, Blood Brothers show. Thursday
has been renowned ability for creating powerful
yet melodic hardcore, and has been successful in
becoming more popular while maintaining a cult
following.
The true stars of this show will be Coheed and
Cambria, though. These guys write great lyrics,
put on a powerful show, and really just rock out.
And their lead singer has a range that makes you
wonder what's downstairs.
'Give Up The Ghost, Fairweather, The Bled,
Daughter (Old Firehouse in Redmond, 11/2/03,
$10)
Fairweather has recently announced plans to
break up after four years. Being described by the
All Music Guide as having a "progressive
approach to songwriting and arrangements,"
Fairweather have an original sound, influenced by
At The Drive In, and made distinctive by the lead
singer's extreme range. This will be their last tour,
so go see them while you can.
Death Cab For Cutie, Nada Surf, Smoosh
(Showbox, 11/22/03, $13)
Northwest favorites Death Cab For Cutie playing with label mates Nada Surf and local band
Smoosh. This will not be a show to miss. Death
Cab For Cutie is simply essential — interesting
orchestration combined with the thoughtful lyrics
of Ben Gibbard have delighted both critics and
fans alike.
An interesting addition to the show is Smoosh,
a local band that advertises itself as "alternative
rock by kids" — they consist of an 8 —year—old
drummer and 10 year old keyboardist with both
on vocals — the group seems fascinating, or at
least funny to watch.
Tim Baars needs a nap.
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Californians plan mass exodus
"Let's get the hell out of here,"
say residents post-election

care where they end up as long as a

former Mr. Universe isn't the ruling
politician.
Several UPS students native to
The Golden State have expressed
their reactions to the new governor,
including cutting up driver's licenses,
phasing out hometown references,
and an attempt to enjoy "The OC"
less. Nate Daniels, originally from
north of Lake Tahoe, said via email,
"State? I have no state."
A problem for many of the new
refugees is that, quite honestly,
nobody wants them. Nevada,
Arizona, and Oregon have closed
their borders. Oregon Secretary of
State Shirley Masterston said in a
press release, "Hey, they had a beautiful economy, Hollywood, and San
Francisco, and they screwed it all up.
We don't want them messing with
our state." The Red Cross has built
temporary shelters for the millions of
rejected Californians for the time

By Myrtle Olsen
Staff Geriatric

•

•

Soon after Tuesday's polls reported that Arnold "The Austrian AssFondler" Schwarzenegger was elected the new Governor of California,
the whole of the state's population
made travel plans. Many say they
thought the voting was a joke.
"Well, my vote for Gore didn't
count in 2000, I sure as hell didn't
think my gubernatorial vote would
count this year," said one surprised
Los Angeles resident. Airfares sold
out within minutes of the election
result announcement, and
Greyhound and Amtrak have shown
sharp rises in ticket sales. The apparent trend is not a specific destination,
but "anywhere except this fresh hell,"
as one Californian put it. Most don't

By Benny Profane

Staff Writer

•

Sarah Philips was the recipient
of a new hope in life on Tuesday.
She reports, "Things were looking grim. I failed my Econ test,
my boyfriend ditched me for
some Pi Phi, and my parents are
getting separated. But then I
heard it, on my roommate's radio,
those beautiful words..."
Philips said that it was only
Barry Gibb's 1977 classic, urging
her to stay alive, that gave her the
hope to pick herself up again. "I
got tingles all over. It... it was
almost spiritual in a way."

She
also
added
that
Gibb's
words
were a
personal mesPhoto courtesy google.com
sage to
GIBB SAVES— He
her :
sings, he heals.
"Feel
the city breakin' and ev'rybody
shakin' and we're stayin' alive,
stayin' alive. Ah, ha, ha, ha,
stayin' alive." Indeed.
Philips also credits Hammer's
"2 Legit 2 Quit" and Lynyrd
Skynyrd's "Freebird" with saving
her life during the seasonal
depression of last winter.

Benny prefers Rod Stewart's "Do
Ya Think I'm Sexy" himself

Headlines
in Brief
esident Thomas Turns to Drink
er 2 Months in Office

Young Republican Receives
Minority Scholarship

Funk Faked on Nasty Dunk
S

Freshmen Bond Over
Conversation About Religion

a

Cung Fu Corner
by Ninja Tim

Each week, guest writer Ninja Tim will
have 25 words to review a classic kung fu
movie of his choosing. This week's is...

Photo courtesy google.com

HE BENCHES 4 DEMOCRATS—

Ever since being elected Arnold won't
put his shirt back on.
Following the trend many
Americans are planning for moves to
Canada following next year's presidential election.

Myrtle visited San Diego in 1955 and
was mugged several times.

"Riki-Oh (The Story of Riki)"
A tribute to the deadliness of
unarmed combat and prosthetics:
barehanded-disemboweling,
exploding skulls, intestinal-strangling, limb annihilation, punctured
torsos, etc. Will entice vampire
relocation to China.
Ninja Tim knows fifteen ways to kill a man using
only chopsticks and fortune cookies.
l

ne

Wonders:

being.

Sophomore Credits Bee Gees
With Giving Her Hope to Go On
The Brothers Gibb have saved
yet another soul with the power
of music

Klahowya, indeed

Virginity Lost Somewhere in
Sigma Chi

Seward Whiteboard's
Promise of "F*ck Den"
Grossly Inaccurate

How are you promoting
diversity on campus?

Dorm room hardly lives up to advertised
love nest
By Lux Lisbon

Staff Writer
Phil Mott and Connor Yaeger's front door
is decorated with pinups and promised sexual fulfillment to all coeds who enter, but the
room and its inhabitants show a much different story. Empty pizza boxes, tangled PS2
controllers and strewn textbooks hardly
make good on the dorm's alleged promise as
"Seward F*ck Den 0' Pleasure," as written in
Sharpie on their whiteboard.
Also of note is the absent round bed,
whose place is taken by standard bunked
extra-long twins. Despite one anonymous
resident's opinion that "those guys are just
horny morons," Zweber does maintain he
has at least a couple decent Barry White
songs on his iMac.

Lux has personally seen far better love nests.

Tips for
Off-Campus Living

"I just bought the
new Erykah Badu
CD. Does that
count?"
Sally Metzger
Sophomore

"I get paid $100
every October to
pose for Viewbook
photos."
Pierce Inverarity
Junior

Many students choose the independence of off-campus housing, but with it comes added worries and
responsibility. Below is our mini survival guide.
For cheap furniture, we suggest thrift stores and unlocked oncampus houses.
To be fair one should notarize every minute each housemate
spends on the phone and divide the bill accordingly so as to avoid
petty arguments.
Add a little class by framing that FHM pinup.
If you're going to have a party, reduce cleanup time by laying a
gigantic tarp over the carpeting.
Living south of 6th certainly is cheaper, but all the same better
check your life insurance deductible.
Pot luck dinners are a great way to rip off friends for free food.
For exotic new meals try mixing different Ramen flavor packets
together.
companie's expect you to haggle.
IKEA is an invaluable resource for plastic crap that will look ugly
in five years.
Out of respect for your housemates, wait until they're out of the
house before cutting toenails over the kitchen sink.

"By transferring to
UW next semester."
Janet Punch
Sophomore

"I rent a lot of
Blaxploitation
movies."
Randy Triblette
Senior

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work - of satire and dots not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff, the administration, that creepy guy over there, or Rick the custodian. Please send

a

complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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Loggers deftly de-claw 'Cats on road swing
starters out by the 30 minute mark." he
added, "That just makes you feel good."
The final goal for the Loggers came
early in the second half from junior midfielder Anthony Fioretti. Hedrick again set
up the play and
picked up another
assist.
Sunday turned out
to be more of a test for
the Loggers as
Linfield came ready to
play. Niemack talked
about the growing
rivalry between
Linfield and UPS.
"They were talking
earlier this year about
how they were going
to 'take it to UPS this
year' and we went in
there intending to shut them up."
The Loggers did just that with a 2-1
win. Byron Conforti scored in the 27th
minute on a pass from Niemack.
"Getting the first goal was important
for our momentum," Niemack said.
Linfield answered early in the second

By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer
The men's soccer team took two matches from the conference leaders and established themselves as the conference frontrunners.
The Loggers opened their big weekend
with a 4-0 whooping of then conference
leader Willamette on Oct. 4. Tyler
Niemack started the Loggers off on the
right foot when he scored on a free kick
from 25 yards out in just the 6th minute of
the match.
The Loggers added two goals later in
the first half. Mike Gallegos scored the
first goal after he took a pass from Josh
Hedrick and deposited it in the back of the
net in the 28th minute. Hedrick also got on
the board when he scored on a breakaway
goal in the 43rd minute. Elliot Peterson
assisted on the play. win over Willamette,
"It was a lot of fun to go into their place
and shut up those fans." Niemack said the
early goals just put the Bearcats on the
defensive.
"We demoralized them early by playing so well. They had most of their

half when Aaron Sherril knocked in a goal
in the 50th minute. The game then became
a defensive struggle for a while. Neither
team could get a goal across until the 78th
minute, when Niemack scored his 5th
game winning goal of
the season on a penalty kick.
The ever present
Logger defense held
the Wildcats scoreless
in the final 12 minutes
of the game as UPS
put an early vice grip
on the conference
championship race.
Niemack could not
talk enough about the
Logger defense.
"Our defense has
only let in two goals
in conference all year," he said. "That
makes our jobs as forwards so much easier because we can focus on scoring. And
when we score early and often it makes
the games so much fun."
For his great play this weekend,
Niemack was awarded the Offensive

Conference Player of the Week, but he
refused to take too much credit. "We get so
many more chances to score than other
forwards because our defense is so good."
The two wins move the Loggers into
first place, still undefeated in conference
play (4-0-1). PLU sits three points back
with a 3-1-1 record.
UPS next matches up with George Fox
on Oct. 11th and Pacific on the 12th.
George Fox is currently winless in conference and fellow bottom dwelling Pacific is
just 2-3. Niemack thinks the Loggers
should hold onto their conference lead
after this weekend.
"Hopefully we can rest our guys with
injuries." Niemack added though, "But it's
still (Northwest Conference) Soccer so
anybody can beat anyone at anytime."
The next home matches for UPS are
Oct. 18th and 19th against Linfield and
Willamette. The Loggers moved up to
fourth in the West Regional poll and are
knocking on the door of the national rankings.

Sports Writer Matt Stevens was tragically
de-clawed this weekend by a combo of cheap
cognac and fast women.

•

•

•

•

Time for ASUPS to start caring about sports
administration. (And
as we all know far too
back
well, the administraalley
tion enjoys keeping
students informed
brawl
about as much as it
enjoys a Gatorade
colonoscopy.) Put up
some signs! Make fliers! Do something,
anything, to let the students know that our
womens' soccer team is ranked number
three in the whole damn country. You
knew that, right? That there are a total of
two teams in the country that are better
than ours?
Well, half the student body doesn't. and
while I'll be the first to admit that watching
soccer is about as exciting as Al Gore on
quaaludes, I'm also the first to say that
watching a winning product is always
enjoyable.
Well, both of our soccer teams are winning products. They're both in first place,
and the women are undefeted. The men's
team has cakewalked all over every team
they've played. The women haven't lost at
home since Ricky Martin was still shakin'
his bon-bon without being mocked incessantly. How can they draw less than 200
fans a game? About five times that many
students live within walking distance of
Baker Stadium, yet barely any of them
even know they play on Saturdays. (And
to bag on students for a moment: honestly,
what are you doing on Saturday afternoon
you can't bail on to support your school?
Shame on you. All right, I'm babbling.)
Put a flier in every classroom the day

By John Dugan

Assistant Sports Editor
Dear ASUPS,
I know that the
past few weeks have
been less than stellar
for the student government, what with the Internationalist
shenanigans pretty much destroying your
last shred of credibility with the rest of the
student body. But as an informed observer,
and an avid supporter of UPS athletics, I
must implore you:
Get on the ball!
On what ball, you ask? Where is this
proverbial ball you speak of? The fact that
I have to explain what it is I think you've
missed the boat on is distressing. Here at
UPS, we field some of the most successful
and exciting athletic teams in the country,
but ask the average student what they
think of the volleyball team, and they'll
likely stare at you with a face that screams,
"I couldn't care less." More freshmen went
to Bumbershoot than have gone to any soccer game so far this year, and Bumbershoot
was highly mediocre. (Unlike our soccer
teams, which are disgustingly good.) As
the "associated students" of our prestigious school, isn't it your duty to keep the
student body informed on the most important events on our campus?
Here at the Trail, we can only do so
much to drum up interest in our teams —
we can't make people read the paper. You,
on the other hand, have the most power of
any school organization this side of the

before a game and those attendance numbers will double, I promise you.
Now, what about the volleyball team?
Can't forget them — ranked in the top 25 in
the West Region, they're one of the most
competitive teams this side of the Rockies.
They even play their games in the
Fieldhouse — students don't even have to
sit in the rain — yet they still draw fewer
spectators than a Kajagoogoo reunion tour.
They could certainly use a little love from
ASUPS.
And then there's the football team. Sure,
they're not very good, but they sure as hell
don't deserve the horrible treatment they
get. They're out there, every day, busting
their asses to try to give UPS an exciting
pigskin club, and they get treated like

some kind of disease that needs extermination. You may think their losing is comical,
but there's nothing harder than trying to
represent a school that wants to pretend
you don't exist. Those guys deserve a hell
of a lot more respect than ASUPS is willing
to give them.
So get on the ball, ASUPS. You've got a
world of untapped resources out there to
get school spirit up and raring for once,
and you're ignoring them like they're a
drunken uncle at a family reunion. Better
take advantage of them now, because like
Joni Mitchell says, "You don't know what
you've got till it's gone."

•

,

Assistant Sports Editor John Dugan knows
what he's got, and wishes it were gone and
long forgotten.

The Honors Program
2003 Film Series Presents
"The Last Picture Show"
Coordinated by Student Director Jacob Gaboury
October 15
Modern Times (1936)
One of the great works of art from the era of
the Great Depression, Chaplin's Modern Times
ranks with Picasso's Guernica (1937) and
Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath (1940) as an eloquent yet hugely funny protest against the
dehumanizing alliance of capitalism and industrialization.

•

a

"JET" TO JAPAN FOR A YEAR
JOIN THE JAPAN EXCHANGE & TEACHING PROGRAM

RECRUITERS @ EMPLOYER EXPO
Wednesday, October 15, 2003i Wheelock Center - Marshall Hall, 11 AM - 2 PM

APPLY NOM- POSITIONS BEGIN JULY 2004

October 22
High Noon (1952)
Directed by the great Fred Zinnemann, is the
first and perhaps the best Adult Western. It is
no surprise that it won 4 Academy Awards.

One Year Minimum Commitment:
July 2004

—

July 2005

Positions:
Assistant Language Teacher,
Coordinator for international Relations

Remuneration/Benefits:
3,600,000 yen (approximately), Airfare (from pre-designated
cities), Housing assistance, Return Airfare (upon successful
completion of contract)

October 29
Eraserhead (1977)
A dream of dark and troubling things. Is it a
nightmare or an actual view of a post-apocalyptic world?

AU applicants must obtain a BA/BS degree by 7/1/2004
Application Submission Deadline: December 5, 2003

FOR MORE INFORMATION & APPUCAT1ON CONTACT:

Every Wednesday in October @ 7:00 PM in Wyatt 109

•

•

Consulate-General of Japan - JET Program Office
601 Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle WA 98101
Phone: 206-682-9107 ext. 136 - email: jet@cgiapansea.Org
www.seattle.us.emb-japan.go.jp

•
NIIIIMP11414+K*40.
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Fortunate Marlins just Angels 1 03 redux
By Doug Sprague

Sports Editor
American's have a love affair with
underdogs that is unsurpassed,
except maybe by their love for trashy
"reality" shows. Americans love to
see the little guy triumph over the
odds and beat the system. We are a culture that is infatuated with any David vs. Goliath story, and this extends
especially into the realm of sports.
As a culture, Americans are completely schizophrenic
in this respect. We are a society run by conglomerates and
corporations that likes to believe it protects little family
owned shops and restaurants. We protest about anothef
independent bookstore getting run out of business by
Barnes & Noble or Borders and then we turn around and
get our Starbucks' Frappuccino before we buy clothes
from Nordstrom's. After we fill up our car at Texaco, of
course.
All of this madness gets even worse with sports.
American sports fans will blindly jump on, and off of, any
bandwagon faster than you can say "Yankees suck." Two
perfect examples of this are the 2002 Anaheim Angels and
this season's Florida Marlins. The Angels were a very
mediocre team that grossly overachieved and had the
World Series handed to them. Case in point, the bestknown play from the Angels' World Series is Scott

Spiezio's glorified pop-fly off of Felix'
Rodriguez that somehow found a
from
way to end up in the right field seats.
the
The play won the game for the Angels
and effectively ended the Giants'
bullpen
chance of winning the series. Many
people described Spiezio's hit as
clutch, but it was nothing but luck.
How many similar pop flies did Barry Bonds hit during
the series that did not go out? This is how the Angels'
entire postseason went; yet, they are called one of the
greatest stories of recent memory. If the Angels were so
great why did they finish 77-85 this season, 19 games back
of the Oakland A's in the American League West?
This season's Florida Marlins are the next Anaheim
Angels. To their credit, the Marlins do have more talent
than the Angels ever dreamed of (Josh Beckett sure is no
John Lackey, and thank God there is no David Eckstein),
but they too have benefited more from luck than anything
else. Again, the Giants found every way possible to give
the series away, and Florida was more than happy to take
it. Two instances come to mind right away. The first is Jose
Cruz Jr.'s boneheaded error in the 11th inning of game
three. If Cruz Jr. had any brains at all, at the very least
hewould have looked the ball into his glove, if not use two
hands. Apparently he is lacking said brain cells, because
he let the biggest fly ball of his career bounce off the heel
of his glove. Of course this play would not have been a big

deal if Tim Worrell did not groove a fastball to Pudge
Rodriguez.
The second play that comes to mind is from the eighth
inning of game four. Florida's Miguel Cabrera singles to
Cruz Jr. in right. Cruz Jr., who was looking to atone for his
gaffe the night before, made a nearly perfect throw to the
plate, in plenty of time to get Rodriguez out at the plate.
Of course, it did not happen this way. Instead, Yorvit
Torrealba bobbled the ball and then dropped it as he got
run over by his Florida counterpart. But that's not the best
(worst?) part. Neither Torrealba nor Felix Rodriguez
picked up the ball, allowing Derek Lee to score the winning run.
After watching former Giant Ruben Rivera run around
the bases like a cracked-out chicken with his head cut off,
I thought that I would never see a worse play. Somehow
this proved me wrong. It also begs the question, when will
the Giants see the trend and get rid of Rodriguez? Will it
take him costing them the playoffs three years in a row?
Although the Marlins have been more over-hyped than
Arnold Schwarzenegger's gubernatorial campaign, they
are nowhere near as bad as last season's Angels. And, best
of all, we will not have to listen to Joe Buck's and Tim
McCarver's continuous references to Spiezio's garage
band, Sandfrog. If nothing else, that is one reason I am
glad to see Florida in these playoffs instead.

Sports Editor Doug Sprague has never seen a cracked-out,
headless chicken, but he is sure that nothing could be as zany.

Drug busts and illegitimate kids: It's the NBA
By Phil Hawkins

Sports Writer
After observing
the A's find new and
exciting ways to lose
yet another division
series and watching
the Raiders play like a bunch of feeble
geriatrics, there's nothing left to fill the
void in my soul except for the beginning
of basketball season. I mean, besides competitive jump roping on ESPN2. There are
only 18 more days until the 58th season of
the NBA begins, and because I was mistakenly scheduled to cover the homecoming game during our thrilling bye week, I
get the pleasure of presenting you with
my preview of the 2003-04 NBA preview.
Words can't describe the elation that I'm
feeling for the coming season, which is a
bad thing, because isn't that my job here?
So without further ado, here are some sarcastic quips and predictions for the
upcoming season.

I'm torn with
the
Clippers.
On the
beyond
one hand, Basketball
the
Satan, aka Donald
Sterling, spent over
a rc
$100 million this offseason bringing back
talent to Los Angeles
'bastard basketball team. They're still the
Clippers though, and they still managed
to lose Lamar Odom, Michael
Olowokandi, Andre Miller and Eric
Piatkowski to free agency. I feel bad for
Mike Dunleavy that he actually has to
coach this team. This whole situation
reminds me of The Devil's Advocate. You
have a nice do-gooder in Dunleavy lured
over to a scummy.organization run by the
devil secretly disguised as a well to do
businessman. I predict nothing but trouble for them this year.
Who else is happy that Jordan is retiring? The last two years watching him play
have been like one long trip to the proctologist: awkward and painful. I'm just

Engine House No. 9
Restaurant
Brewery
Come Visit The Historic E-9
Serving U.P.S. Students & Faculty For 30 Years
Great Food
Burgers & Sandwiches, E-9 Specialties, Pizza, Pasta & Steaks
and of course tasty Appetizers including our "Breas6 of Fire"
/

SUNDAY BREAKFAST 9AM - NON
DURING NFL SEASON
Our own OKTOBERFEST now on tap from our

Award Winning Brewery
Monday All you can eat Spaghetti Dinner $4.95
(Chance to win Color TV during Monday Night Football)
Tuesday Taco Night & E-9 Beer Pints $2.50 All Day
Wednesday Quiz Night - win Dog Dollars Redeemable
For Appetizers, Beer, or Pop
Thursday is Ladies Night I Karaoke
Sunday Grande Bloody Marys and Margaritas
(Free Movie & Popcorn Sunday Night)
Year Round DIRECTV Sports Viewing Packages
611 North Pine Street, Tacoma (253) 2724435

going to add his comeback to Rocky V,
Emmit Smith in Arizona, and my senior
prom on my list of events that never actually happened.
I'm currently accepting bets for who
gets re-injured this year. I have 3-1 odds
on Lamar Odom, 7-2 on Antonio
McDyess, and 2-1 on Marcus Camby. I'm
also choosing late March for Grant Hill to
make his annual ill-fated comeback and
subsequent leg injury.
Is Cleveland actually a basketball
team or my fantasy team this year? Darius
Miles, LeBron James, and Ricky Davis all
basically play the same position (you're
fooling yourself if you think James will be
starting point guard) and can all put up 20
points. These guys won't win much, but
I'll be watching every game they play this
year. Not only for the excitement, but just
so I won't miss out on any more crazy
Ricky Davis tomfoolery. Can you believe
this guy actually took a shot at his own
basket just so he could miss it, get the
rebound, and thus record a triple double?
You can't make this stuff up.
I hope everyone is calm and orderly
when they start boarding the Minnesota
Bandwagon. Although they only return
four players from last season, they're
bringing in all-star quality players at
every position they need. Sam Cassell,
Wally Szczerbiak, Latrell Sprewell, Kevin
Garnett asnd Olowokandi are a poor
man's all-star team. They should just give
the executive of the year award to GM
Kevin McHale right now. On a side note,
do you realize that Minnesota's new rookie, Ndudi Ebi, pronounces his name
"doody"? There will be no better highlight
to the season than the first time Bill
Walton exclaims "Throw it down doody!"
The NBA needs to issue a personal
apology to Rick Carlisle. In his first two

seasons coaching the Pistons, he led them
to back-to-back division titles, 100 total
wins, and Detroit's first trip to the Eastern
Conference finals since 1991. After all that,
he gets fired so Detroit could hire Larry
Brown. That being said, Detroit is going to
get another 50 wins this season, win the
division again, and be the lucky eastern
team to be walked on in the finals. They
lost none of their key players while
adding a future hall of fame coach and the
second pick in the draft. Their only questionable move was shipping Cliff
Robinson to the Warriors for Bob Sura.
This guy has to struggle to shoot 40%. I
just don't understand this move.
Here's a toast to New York GM Scott
Layden. Once again he's gone another offseason without bringing in the size that
the Knicks desperately need. He traded
away Sprewell, their most valuable asset,
for Keith Van Horn. Van Horn is simply a
slower version of Sprewell who can't pass.
I swear that a 5 year old with ADHD
could manage the team better than
Layden. Actually, they should film a reality show pitting Layden against the 5 year
old making managerial decision and then
sell it to FOX. They could slate it in
between the Glutton Bowl and World's
Zaniest Head Trauma 3.
Finally, I pick San Antonio to repeat
as champions this year. Despite the fact
that they missed out on•Jason Kidd and
Jermaine O'Neal in free agency this year,
they got the one man who will guarantee
them a championship this year: Robert
Horry. The past 11 champions have either
had Horry or Steve Kerr as a member of
their playoff squad. Kerr just retired from
the Spurs and Horry was just signed,
making them a virtual lock for the title.

Sports Writer Phil Hawkins would eat the
moon if it were made of BBQ spare ribs.

CHINESE EGG DONOR NEEDED
Please help a special couple become parents by donating your eggs. If you are a
healthy woman, Chinese (or of other Asian
ancestry), 21-31, w/ a healthy family history,
please consider becoming their donor.
$3600.00 compensation. 206-285-4855.
Thank you in advance for your amazing gift.
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Loggers can't handle Whits, get swept
Volleyball tied for fourth in NWC
after losses to Whitman, Whitworth
By Melissa Huggins

Sports Writer
The Loggers recently dropped two tough matches at
home, losing to both Whitman and Whitworth last weekend.
This leaves UPS (12-6, 3-3 NWC) in a tie for fourth
place in the NWC, with PLU, Linfield, and Whitman currently tied for first. This weekend, the Loggers travel to
Oregon, matching up against Willamette and Linfield,
two very tough teams.
In keeping with the Loggers' matches lately, the match
against Whitman was another exciting, back and forth
contest. The first game saw neither team lead by more
than a few points until the Loggers committed a pair of
key hitting errors which allowed the Missionaries to win
30-21.
Game two was another tight match, until the Loggers'
duo of Nikki Esposito and Hillary Scott pulled out a few
key kills and UPS pulled ahead for the win. The Loggers
also saw success in game three, hitting .231, but game
four turned out to be a game of the serve. Despite leading the league in service aces, the Loggers made four
serving errors, which the Missionaries capitalized on by
responding with five aces.
The Loggers' prowess on the serve has started to wane
a bit lately, a trend which Coach Massey has noticed.
"We aren't serving as well as we did earlier in the season, and that is our major source of match differential,"
he said.
In game five, despite coming back from a four point
deficit to tie the game at 8, the Loggers again committed
key errors and Whitman prevailed, 15-11.
The match against Whitworth was a different situation, with the same result. This time, the Loggers got off
to a great start, outhitting the Pirates in a game where the
score was tied ten times.
Game two was more of the same, each team gaining
and losing the lead, until the Pirates hit back to back kills
and held on for the win. The turning point of the match
occurred in game three, when the Pirates gained a kill
and an ace, plus a Puget Sound hitting error which
allowed them to jump ahead. The Pirates maintained
their lead to win game four, 30-24. They then turned
around and took the fifth as well.

Despite the Loggers' comeback from a
five point deficit, the Pirates jumped out to
another five point lead and controlled the
game the rest of the way.
In spite of the two losses, there were some
positives, especially how the Loggers never
gave up when they were down. At various
times, they fought back to tie or take the lead,
and this quality, which Massey calls their
"innate resilience," will be key as they go on
the road to face Willamette and Linfield.
The Loggers have also adjusted well to
playing the last three matches without starter
Tera Anderson, who has been out with a
shoulder injury. The Loggers are unsure
when she will return, and as one of the top
conference players, her absence is clearly
missed.
Massey explained the situation very clearly. "Her absence as a junior leader and experienced attacker does create some challenges
for us," he said. "Our other players have
stepped up in her absence, and they are
learning how to share the load she carried for
us," he added.
Coach Massey is not worried yet and feels
that his team needs a little more time to readjust.
"We still feel good about our ability to
compete with anyone in the conference," he
said. "But we've created a hole for ourselves
now with two home losses, so we'll have to
see if we can learn fast enough how to climb
out of it."
Puget Sound travels down to Oregon to
face off against Willamette on Oct. 10 and
Linfield on Oct. 11.
Kimron Thomas/ ASUPS Photo Services
The Bearcats have gone 11-5 overall with a
UP IN THE AIR—Sophomore Nikki Esposito sends the ball over the
3-3 record in the NWC. Coach Massey connet during the Loggers' weekend action. Puget Sound lost both games,
siders them to be a very dangerous team that
causing their season to be a little more uncertain. The Loggers are now in
has been through some ups and downs this
a tie with PLU and Linfield for fourth in the NWC.
season.
Kristen Halleck, a, Junior outsider hitter
have played very this season, racking up a 14-2 record
for Willamette, earned NWC Player of the Week honors
overall, while going 5-1 in the conference. A weekend
for her play against Whitman, Whitworth and Warner sweep could move the Loggers into sole possession of
Pacific. Clearly, beating the Bearcats will not be an easy
third place in the conference.
task.
Sports Writer Melissa Huggins has seen troubles ahead,
The following night Puget Sound will face Linfield, troubles behind, and thinks that Casey Jones better watch his
who is tied for the top spot in the NWC. The Wildcats speed.
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Bartell Drugs:
Your Full-Service
Pharmacy
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MARTIANS LAND, MARTIANS LAND! HOLY COW!—Legendary voice of the Cubs Harry

FREE!

Carat' responds to, uh, well we don't really know what he's responding to, but he sure is zany!
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